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"SAUCERS* SIGHTED OVER SPACT AHD fKSHCH AFRICA

aumma SPHERES SEES OVER ALMAUSA, sPAZB — Tangier, Xspaaa, 22 Apt 52

: Alaansa, 21 April — At 0800 hours today, oany persons saw a series of four
glowing spheres crossing the sky along the Hurcia-Valencia trajectory at high
apead and at a great heights The spheres looked like locks of wool of a wind
reddish color which changed to an intense yellow as they flew farther away. They
gradually disappeared in the distance. Ho unusual sound was heard. The spec-
tacle lasted hardly a minute.

AJ&UJAR RESHGHTS REPORT SAUCER — Tangier , Bspana, 1 52

The Cifra news agency reports that on the night of 30 July 1952, many res-
idents of Andujar, Spain, saw what was presumed to he a so-called flying saucer.
The object was red, round, and approximately the size of a desert dish. If flew
noiselessly, at great speed, and left behind a long trail of rery bright green-
ish light.

UJHUrODS OBJECT SEEN OVER PORT GEHTJX — Conakry, La Guinea Francaise, 26 Jun 52

The master of a cargo ship anchored in front of the wharf of Port Gentil
£ln Gabon, Trench Equatorial Africa/ reported that at 02h0 hours on 1 June 1952a mysterious object came up from the area behind Port Gentil, sade a double loop,
passed over the roadstead, and then dived toward the sea at great speed. 5*
sutaitted the report to the local authorities and to the administrative offices
of his company. The following Is a stannary of his story.

* ~ 1 Jun* 3,952 at °^° horur*» the ship was riding at anchor in the roadstead
of Port Gentil, heading 150 degrees. The northern sky was clear and starry; the
aouth«pn, slightly cloudy. Visibility was excellent, a slight southwest breeze
prevailed, and the sea was calm. There was a quarter moon.
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The first mate vac at his forward post read/ to weigh anchor vhlls the mas-
ter vac os the bridge vith the officer on duty• . With the exception of the boot*
lng lights, the ship was la couplets darkness, time permitting excellent night
risibility; •

At 0240, tbs first mate telephoned the master informing him that be bed
Just sighted an unknown liainou# object in the sky which cans from Fort dentil
and passed directly over the ship* Training his binocular* (Zeiss 7 x 50, for

night vision) skyward, the master was sbla to see Quite clearly, on the part
Quarter, a very bright end phosphorescent orange light/ circular in shape and
moving at a great speed in a seemingly straight-line course*- Standing on the
wing of the bridge, end with the aid of the gyrocompass repeater, the master
estimated Its average direction tp be aboqfr>10 degrees*

He followed the light Quite easily la his binoculars for about 3 minutes
and lost sight of it when it moved at great speed over the Prince buoy, about 7
miles from the ship* The master was unaware of any accompanying sound and ad-

: sits that It was difficult to estimate the altitude of the object, yet he judged

.
this to be 3,000-4,000 meters* Its disaster was that of a planet.

*

The first mate stated that before he telephoned the master, he saw that ob-
ject corns from the direction of Fort Gent11, stop, make a right t’ .n, and resume
Its initial course* As It passed directly over the ship, it repeated the same
sort of gyration.

Tiae master stated that his 20 years of eea duty enabled him to affirm that
wbsa he saw was neither a known celestial phenomenon, such as a falling star or
meteor, nor a current type of aircraft*

Furthermore,. It was confirmed that there were no planes in the air that
night over Fort Gent11 .

STRABGE OBJECTS SKEW XH 8X7 OVER iu^SfiRIA — Oran L'Bcho d'Oran, 17 Jul 52

At 2300 hours on 1J July 1952/ in the town of Boukanefis, two bakers clearly
saw a plate-shaped flying Object In the sky. Xt moved with unusual agility, giv-
ing off a greenish smoke and lighting up the sky. Xt seemingly did not alter
Its course as It Increased Its speed and disappeared toward the south*

Similarly, In Lamariciere on 11 July 1952, one Thomas Martinez saw a sudden
Illumination above and at first took it to be a falling star* Actually, It
seemed more like a meteor followed by two other bodies, all trailing a yellow
cloud of smoke. Then, these disappeared end out of nowhere appeared an oval-
sbaped, longish ball of fire* * Flying at a lev altitude and clearly visible, it
rapidly followed a rectilinear course*

3TRAHQ5 FHEKONBKHf VOTESSKD FROM TWO FOOTS XH QRAii

26 Jul 52

Oran, I'Echo d'Oran,

Recently ^presumably 25 July 195zff several inhabitants of Oran reported
seeing a flying saucer at approximately the same time*

* 1

At 1535 hours, Baoul Le Benaff, foreman of a local company, saw an incan-
descent shite mass In the sky above Oran* Xt flev southeastward, traveling at
an altitude of about 2,000 meters. There was no luminous exhaust and no smoke.
After 30 seconds, the phenomenon grew hazy and disappeared* The personnel of
the company office and FAlaclo, an employee in the Algeronapbte /factory^/ aX»°
eav the *eaucer**

~
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At 1537 hours, Maurice Dubessay, who works for l*Echo d'Oraa . saw what ep-
Iieared to be a brilliant disk going In a southwest direction at a great speed
and at medium altitude* It disappeared after 5 seconds* In a similar time in-
terral. Atlas and Karsenty, two grocers i also saw the unknown Object before It
disappeared behind a cloud*

SAUCERS (BHEHVED 331 WO AREAS OP 0RA2T — Oran, L'Echo d'Oran, 28 Jul 52

On 26 July 1952 , people in two areas of Oran reported seeing unusual flying
objects, described as "saucers*"

At about 2300 hours, three women in tbfrVckauhl district of Oran noticed a
large, orange-red, luminous patch in tba sky, of tta size of a duck's egg, but
flatter. Traveling frm east to west, it appeared to bait for a second then wan
Isbed.

Three trustworthy individuals living on the Tlaret plateaus saw an
1flying object at I0A5 hours* The local parish observed it for about 40 seconds
. and described It as a shining, cigar-shaped mass without a smoke trail. It«dis-

•\
appeared toward the northwest* A teacher and his wife gave a similar descrip-
tion, adding that the object had a dark center,, was in an oblique position, and
moved,at an altitude of about 3>000 meters* Vo one heard any sounds of a motor.

CITES SEVERAL APPEARANCES OP PLOTS SAUCERS IV ALGERIA — Casablanca, La Vigie
Marocnine, 31 Jul 52

On the evening of 29 July 1952, two new flying saucers were sighted* The
first, appearing at 2050 hours over Mostfcganem, was risible only a few seconds*
The second one appeared at 2300 hours at Ain Teledea. It flew above the city
for about a minute, emitting a whitish trail of amoks* The maimer in which it
attained various altitudes revealed a surprising maneuverability* When it dis-
appeared, it was headed south*

This is the fifth time in a matter of weeks that this phenomenon has been
noted in the Department of Oran* A saucer appearing to be about the size of a
teacup was observed by two policemen over Freud* (at the east end of Oran De-r
partment). It consisted of a dark nucleus within a luminous mass* Hear Tlemcen,
motorists noted a strange cigar-shaped object at a height of 600 meters. There
was a luminous cloud in its wake* And finally, at Laaoriclere, shout ko kllonm-
tere from the Abdellys area, motorists sawa phosphorescent disk for a brief pe-
riod of time* •

FOOTS TO FREQUENCY OF FLOTO SAUCER REPORTS ZB GRAB DEPARTMENT — Oran. L'Echo
d'Oran, 31 Jul 52

r it had received and published a series of flying saucer reports, the
****V*ver L'Echo d’Oran carried a review of the occurrences, as well as several
l*te reports. The following is a sunnary of tbs article^

05351 --^respondents have sent us word of saucers appearing everywhere in Oran
Department during the past flew days. This seems to be ther saucers' favorite area,
one which is no doubt salutary for their development* They have appeared here with
greater frequency than In France or the US. It ia Impossible, moreover, to douot
the veracity of the observers, since they include policemen, colons, a priest,
and & cadi*
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At 0400 hours today, Raymond Botells, a Public Works Department employee

,i
emc*n ' ‘*¥ » Hying object soring rapidly north and trailing a whitish smokecloud. A half hour before, tbs mysterious saucer had been seen in Oued Saria,trawling at the aana spaed and, like the sauosr observed yesterday, making ab-rupt turns and changes of direction.

^

On the night of 30 JUly, in Seinte Barbs du Tie1st, a polios adjutant, two
polioaman, and a cadi Observed a luminous flying object for about 3P seconds.
Tht daily police reports will baneeforth include all such observations by the
police* *

* *he Burning of JO July, a resident of Algiers saw, for several seconds,
*on* 11 *£• * «•“ vertical descent, th^T

suddenly moved In a hoorlscuhal direction. **

Two obaarvationa sera made in Lodi. On 25 July, at about 2130 hours, a
yellowish object flaw at a dlrsy speed in the sky, and on 28 July, at 2150 hours,

;
* **]* larger object appeared for several seconds; It had the shape Of an in-
verted cone.

e

OBSERVE USUStttL PLYDBO OBJECT FOR OVER A KDTOIE — Oran, LTScho d’Oraa, 1 Aug 52

* h?ure °? 31 July 1952 , an Oran resident and bis wife, while driving^ ^nt fll« “» *• T1<slat » w something flying to
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They *toW!ed this car and watched Its course forabout If minutes. It was spindle shaped and tapered at both ends. It differed
from ordinary aircraft to that it showed no ckhaust smoke, made no noiae, andhad a great speed. 9
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